RMLG - ROMANCE LINGUISTICS

RMLG Class Schedule (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/DEFAULT/DEFAULT/RMLG/)

Courses
RMLG 199 Undergraduate Open Seminar credit: 1 to 5 Hours. (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/terms/RMLG/199/)
May be repeated.

RMLG 417 Topics in the History of Romance Languages credit: 3 or 4 Hours. (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/terms/RMLG/417/)
Same as FR 417 and MDVL 417. See FR 417.

RMLG 435 Introduction to Romance Linguistics credit: 3 or 4 Hours. (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/terms/RMLG/435/)
Same as FR 462, ITAL 435, LING 462, PORT 435, and SPAN 435. See SPAN 435.

RMLG 559 Sem Romance Ling credit: 4 Hours. (https://courses.illinois.edu/schedule/terms/RMLG/559/)
Same as FR 559, ITAL 559, LING 559, PORT 559, and SPAN 557. See SPAN 557.